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it- and would, perhaps, if observation reached back into
childhood, invest it with a thousand legends—seeing in it
the ship that Poseidon changed into an island as she re-
turned from Ithaca, or another ship launched in a private
dream. It would be easy in this place to dream a dream
into re'ality. In so great a quietness, while the evening sky
lay in the" water of the lake and the scud of a bird was
the silent drawing of a diamond across a mirror of steel,
it was hard to understand that the scene was not perpetual,
but must be resolved into night and morning and be con-
sumed in the succession of days.
But though one who had attained to that spiritual de-
tachment within the world which was the destination of
philosophy might see an earthly image of it in this scene,
Lewis perceived, with a sensation of humility that was akin
to fear, that for him nothing existed but the image, the
reality being infinitely distant. And not the supreme reality
only/the inviolable sanctuary of the saints. After the war,
he would live as he had always lived, plainly and without
affectation, performing what tasks were required of him;
but he wanted to be able to endure disappointment without
bitterness, to learn to accept the burdens of his life in Eng-
land without the necessity of guarded and enforced patience,
to receive immediate beauty without being prompted by
it to hunger for beauty unattainable. He wanted to create
within bun a retiring place which the fret of common ex-
istence and the hot breezes of desire and fear and ambi-
tion should be powerless to disturb. How far he was even
from this lesser end, he knew well enough, and how un-
schooled in travel. He stumbled from thought to thought,
from book to book, from dream to dream; he had scarcely
learned to ask his way or to understand the answers he
received. He could not hold steadfastly to his course;
there was a weak discipline upon his meditation; a girl's
laughter could make him swerve from it, leaving him
angry and afraid. Even now, he added, while I have
been standing here and have seen the water darken at
the foot of the tower, perhaps I have been waiting to
tare that anger renewed in me, for several minutes have

